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Introduction
Despite the abundance of autonomous system in the natural world we have not
managed to even approximate the competences and skills seen in humans and animals. One key reason is that robots, like humans but unlike other computational
systems, are embedded in the real world and have to experience noisy, chaotic, unstructured environments. Even for robots with limited sensing and actuating capabilities the complexity arising from interactions with the real world makes unconstrained learning unreliable and computationally demanding.

Infants use scaffolding, or shaping, to overcome this sensory overload. Scaffolding,
which can be produced by internal or external influences, guides the development
of the infant to learn complex abilities from primitive beginnings through a sequence of staged development [1]. At each stage the infant is restricted by a series
of constraints, which limit interaction and reduce the perceived complexity of the
environment [2]. These constraints are eased over time as the infant learns to master its abilities, leading to further exploration and learning. We are using these
ideas to create robots that learn developmentally.

Development in infancy

Constraints

Our work is based on a thorough review of the neurological and psychological literature on infant development. The findings have been summarised in a timeline,
part of which is shown below, describing the milestones in infant development
from conception to 12 months postnatal. Our work is currently focused on understanding the development of sensorimotor competency, which is reflected in the
chart.

We believe the gradual learning of sensory and motor skills is achieved through
the modulating influence of a dynamic constraint network, following our approach
towards constraint based learning [3]. Constraints can be imposed by cognitive,
sensorimotor, anatomical and hardware properties of the agent, as well as general
maturational limitations and environmental effects. We construct a set of possible
constraint tables that show the relationships between different constraints and
when they are relevant in the developmental sequence.
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At each stage in development, constraints are in place restricting the system to a
limited number of functions. Stages have an associated saturation criterion that,
when met, triggers a change in the constraints imposed on the system. This may
be an easing of constraints on a particular function, or a complete removal of a constraint. The stages indicated in these constraints systems are not fixed in their order, nor are they triggered in isolation. Instead, stage transitions are emergent:
their ordering and timing are not easily predictable, being subject to the requirements and activities of the robot. Indeed, the system may even regress to earlier
stages when an action cannot be successfully learned due to gaps in the system's
previous experience. For this reason any implementation may be expected to show
noticeable local variations although the system as a whole will follow the general
timeline for infant development.
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A framework for cognition
Our constraint based framework provides a basis for exploring robot cognition.
We are investigating motor babbling and intrinsic motivation as mechanisms for driving the developmental stages, and visual salience and affordance learning for environmental interaction. This is leading us to future work on:
Coordination learning
Multimodal transfer
Multimodal sensing
External shaping
Stage emergence and sensitive periods
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Robot development
A developmental sequence for the iCub robot, that reflects that of the infant, can be
drawn up by mapping the prototype infant example onto the available modalities
and subsystems of the robot. We have performed such a mapping and produced a
comprehensive chart of the general developmental possibilities for the sensorymotor systems of the iCub. The chart below is one portion of the iCub development chart, showing the development of motor ability from birth to month 10.
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Month 9

Summary
While developmental robotics research often refers to the findings of Piaget and
others, and sometimes acknowledges the cephalocaudal flow of development, we
propose that knowledge of the finer patterns of development and the associated
constraints will provide a richer understanding of robot shaping that will have
wide applicability to robotics research. In the longer term, we believe such methods will mature into general principles for various humanoid robot designs, as the
approach does not prescribe the very detailed level of sensorimotor properties but
allows the system to discover these. Hence such developmental architectures
should have wide applicability. We also hope the models produced will have some
insight value for cognitive science.
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